Is the gold bull back?
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Gold bottomed?
I would very much like to give a resounding yes but it’s not confirmed yet. Gold is certainly showing signs that a bottom
has been struck and the way it is breaking above resistance is certainly hinting at significant strength. My regular readers
will be aware that I was looking for gold to bottom at $1033/$1040 – despite all those analysts certain that gold was going
to break $1000, I maintained this to be unlikely. Gold has so far traded as low as $1045 which is close enough to my target
to satisfy my requirement that a bottom has been struck. Ideally I would like to see gold pullback from anywhere in this
region to as high as $1310 and should that pullback hold and rally off support then I will have the confirmation I am still
looking for.
Silver
Last week’s report focused on silver’s weakness relative to gold so I’m not going to go into it in too much detail but in
essence silver’s underperformance is not unexpected. If gold has indeed bottomed, on the next leg higher I expect silver
to massively outperform gold. However, silver will need to reach at least the $16.50 level and ideally $17 before a pullback
to give a clue that it may have bottomed as well. Should silver fail at the $16 level then it could very well still be set for a
lower low and this could occur whilst gold pulls back from the coming high.
Has the landscape changed?
Investors are scratching around for reasons why the metals are suddenly moving higher. I’ve heard everything from a
potential collapse in the economy to the Fed now more likely to stand pat on raising interest rates. To be fair the
environment has not changed much, rather the metals have been coiled for some time now and finally all the purchasing
at the lower levels is starting to be reflected in the price. The bears have started to get nervous for the first time in years
and short covering has certainly created the fuel for this rally. Interest rates worldwide are still pretty much at lows and
going negative in certain countries. Furthermore global monetary policy is still in easing mode and unlikely to change in
the near future. Gold in my opinion is in a secular bull market and is just coming out of the corrective bear phase and
should further resistance be taken out I would expect another round of short covering to take this market significantly
higher.
Summary
The gold bulls flexed there muscles this week and are now firmly in control of this market. A solid pullback is expected to
ensue soon and should the pullback hold support and move above the impending high I for one will be declaring the bear
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“It’s so nice to see gold trading like it used to” – These are not words from myself but from one of my very first clients. A
smart man who has been investing in the metals for over 25 years. The nature of this rise has certainly caught my attention
and if gold can now reach the $1310 on this move then a likely pullback from there could set up a buying opportunity at
prices that may not be seen for the next decade.

market over. For investors who believe a bottom has already been struck then using the coming pullback to gain exposure
could certainly prove to be a profitable play.
Silver has underperformed on this move higher and if this rally caps at $16 then the market is still vulnreable to a slightly
lower low. That said - and using gold as my guide - further weakness in silver in my opinion could present a very good
opportunity as I strongly expect silver to be the outperformer on the next legs higher in the metals bull market.
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Simplicity & Transparency
The views in this market research are those of the writer and the writer alone. Any actions taken as a result are done so at your own risk.
QIA Commodities is a trading name of Quantum Investment Advisors Ltd registered in England & Wales registration number: 6921099 and registered at Becket House,
Old Jewry, London EC2R 8DD. Quantum Investment Advisors Ltd and all group companies ("QIA") comply with all relevant money laundering regulations as stipulated
by HM Customs & Excise.
HMRC Money Laundering Registration Number: 12626976. HMRC VAT Number 104312866.
Buying or selling physical commodities is not a regulated investment activity in the United Kingdom. QIA and its affiliates are not regulated by a United Kingdom
regulator such as the Financial Conduct Authority and clients will not have access to any UK statutory compensation schemes. QIA provide non-advisory access to the
physical commodity markets. Buying or selling physical commodities is highly speculative. Individual circumstances should be considered before any decision to buy or
sell physical commodities is made. Changes in exchange rates may also have an adverse effect on the value of transactions denominated in foreign currencies. Past
performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.
E-mail and any attachments are confidential. They may contain privileged information and are intended for the named addressee(s) only. If you are not the intended
recipient, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the e-mail. The information may not otherwise be reproduced, distributed or transmitted to any other person
or incorporated in any way into another document or other material without the prior written permission of Quantum Investment Advisors trading as QIA Commodities
("QIA"). The information in this document has been obtained from sources, which we believe to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee the accuracy or
completeness of any of the information contained herein. Clients acting on the information contained in this document do so at their own risk. Unless expressly stated,
opinions in this e-mail are those of the individual sender. The QIA privacy policy can be viewed at www.qiacommodities.com/privacy
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